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TT
he proverbial ancient Chinese curse, ‘‘May you live in
interesting times,’’ might be rendered in the third
millennium as, ‘‘May you live in turbulent times.’’

Indeed, current times are distinctly turbulent, notably in the
financial markets but also within the global economy in
general. To help navigate through this turbulence, a leading
risk-managementpractitioner,GillesBénéplanc, joined forces
with a leading research economist, Jean-Charles Rochet, to
write the book under review. This duo author combination of
a practitioner and an academic is key to establishing the
enduring value of this book. There are numerous books on
financial mathematics written by academics alone. Many are
treatises on stochastic calculus and expositions of applied
probability theory, which are of mathematical interest even if
not read by market traders. Regrettably, the simplifying
assumptions made to facilitate development of the mathe-
matical theory may often be divorced from market reality; it
requires a practitioner to maintain a reality check.

Recent highly publicized market failures have cast doubt
on the usefulness of sophisticated financial methods for
risk management and the financial mathematics that
underpin these methods. Traditional methods were more
obviously applicable for smoothly operating markets rather
than for turbulent times marked by episodic bubbles and
crashes. The need for risk-management methods to be
adapted for highly dynamic markets is a rationale for this
book, which provides excellent material for a graduate
course in finance, apart from appealing to those who are
broadly interested in corporate risk management. For
mathematicians who are not risk professionals, but who are
nevertheless keen to understand the essential aspects of
financial risk management, this book affords a readily
accessible introduction.

Learning the lessons of failure is important if mistakes are
not to be repeated again and again. Risk Management in
Turbulent Times presents a selection of case studies from
which readers can learn, heed, and take note as risk practi-
tioners should. The rise and fall of the Gaussian copula is a
notorious example. At the heart of this risk-management
debacle was an actuarial article advocating a copula function
approach to quantifying the default correlation of tranches of
Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDO). As convenient and
simple as the Gaussian copula is from a computational
perspective, it was unable to account for the very heavy
upper-tail correlation of mortgage defaults when the US
property-price bubble burst.

Another costly failure of risk management was that of
major UK mortgage lender, Northern Rock, in September
2007. Bénéplanc and Rochet have been able to clarify, better
than analysts from the other side of the English Channel, the
specific technical mode of failure that beset this company.
This was the complete neglect of the transformation risk: the
durationof itsmortgage assetswas typicallymuch larger than
the duration of its deposits. The much heightened sensitivity
to interest rate increases should have required the mortgage
lender to hold much greater equity than it had held and that
had been approved by the UK Financial Services Authority.

Failuresof classical riskmanagement, showing thedangers
of using models without precaution, constitute the first part of
the book. The second part dissects the statistical models that
have been used extensively in risk modelling. The third part
explains why risk-neutral valuation and the Capital Asset
Pricing Model, mainstays of the financial mathematician, hold
dangers in turbulent financial times when the underlying
assumptions become increasingly tenuous. The fourth part
showshow the concept of shareholder value canbe redefined
to account for financial frictions. Last, and most helpful, the
fifth part offers suggestions on what to do in practice to
improve financial risk management.

A limitation of the book, perhaps requiring a psychologist
coauthor to overcome, is the modest attention given to beha-
vioural drivers of risk, such as fear, greed, and selfishness. As
with all human safety systems, risk-management procedures
are liable to be overridden at times of crisis, leading poten-
tially to catastrophic failure. The book cover shows the
frightening, haunting image of the broken oil tanker,
Prestige, sinking off the Spanish coast in November 2002.
The tanker ran into difficulties during a storm off Galicia in
northwest Spain. Refused refuge in a local Spanish harbour,
the stricken vessel sailed northwest toward France. Follow-
ing a French directive, it turned back south, heading for
Portuguese waters. But entry was denied by the Portuguese
navy. A victim of diplomatic intransigence, the Prestige
finally sank, severely polluting beaches in Spain, France, and
Portugal – a classic ‘‘lose–lose–lose’’ outcome.

The authors comment that, unlike natural catastrophes,
financial crises emerge from the behaviour of human beings,
who are driven by their emotions, but mostly by their inter-
ests. Even though natural catastrophes are not driven by
emotion, their impacts on society and on businesses may be
extremely large, and they merit their summary in this book.
Indeed, the authors have succeeded in charting a wide
expanse of risk territory in a comparatively slender volume.
Apart from banking, the insurance industry’s challenges are
also addressed. With its mention of insurance-linked secu-
rities and catastrophe bonds, and its various references to
catastrophe-insurance risks such as earthquakes and terror-
ism, Risk Management in Turbulent Times is a highly topical
addition to the literature on risks and catastrophes.
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